soundpedro2022 On-site Timed Events
Please allow 5 minute leeway for listed times.

Starts at 7:00PM

16 Soundscapes [audio tracks]
Track titles are on each Artist's page on our website.
7:00 PM Akari Komura
7:04 PM Andre Perim
7:07 PM C. Matthew Luther
7:09 PM Dani Lunn
7:11 PM Ethan Marks
7:20 PM Frederico Pessoa
7:26 PM Gordon Fung
7:31 PM Gregory Kramer
7:35 PM Jack Herscowitz
7:38 PM Julius Bucis
7:44 PM Martha Riva Palacio Obán
7:50 PM pin(e)
7:52 PM Projector Party
7:56 PM Ricardo Tomasz
8:02 PM Steve Ashby
8:08 PM End
Program repeats at 8:10 PM and 9:20 PM

40 Tunnel Soundscapes [audio tracks]
Track titles are on each Artist's page on our website.
7:00 PM Alexandros Hadjilimotheou
7:20 PM Christina Ianni
8:21 PM Don't Touch
8:24 PM Susan Rawcliffe & Corrado Gong
8:42 PM Vedran Mehinevic
9:53 PM End

Versions of Soundscapes [audio tracks] and Earmaginations [silent videos] will also premiere on soundpedro.org via FLOOD's YouTube channel at 7:00 PM and 8:30 PM respectively this evening. Links to view are on the ON-SITE EVENT page.

Starts at 7:00PM

47 SynthLab
Live Performance Schedule:
7:00 PM Tobias Banks and José Solares
7:20 PM Skyler King
7:45 PM Rychard Cooper
8:10 PM Jesse Nason
8:30 PM Quix
9:00 PM Putney Swope
9:20 PM Cameron Johnston & Clint Koehler
9:40 PM Cannibalistic Caterpillar
Visuals by univac

Roaming "noise jam"
Live Performance Schedule:
7:00 PM Zaq Kenflick, Maria Abrahamian, Caitlin Javech, Amy Chao, Paul Carter, Christine Gaffney
7:30 PM Dylan Marx, Kensaku Shinohara, C. Bain, Brin Gordan, Zekarias Thompson, Ben Rodgers
8:15 PM Everyone

Starts at 8:30PM

3 Earmaginations [silent videos]
Video titles are on each Artist's page on our website.
8:30 PM Akari Komura
8:33 PM C. Matthew Luther
8:34 PM Frederico Pessoa
8:37 PM Gordon Fung
8:44 PM Kat Cayton G
8:46 PM Kate Gorman
8:48 PM Michael Mersereau
8:52 PM Peter Christenson
8:53 PM Ricardo Tomasz
8:57 PM End
Program repeats at 9:00 PM and 9:30 PM

Note: Outdoors, masks will be optional. However, inside buildings and the tunnel, masks will be required.

soundpedro2022
((((soundpedro)((BounceBacK)))))

Saturday June 4, 2022, 7-10pm

Angels Gate Cultural Center
3601 South Gaffey Street, San Pedro, California 90731

soundpedro is a season of experimental sound art events, presented annually, that investigates the way we perceive and experience sound. Many works are multi-sensory, addressing sound and aural perception in combination with other senses. It is produced by the Long Beach artist group FLOOD and hosted by Angels Gate Cultural Center. soundpedro is not a music event.